THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT AT COAL CREEK PT!

Coal Creek Physical Therapy, voted Best PT in Boulder and East Boulder County for 3 years running, provides high-quality, one on one, skilled PT to have patients Feel Better and Live a Life they Love! We offer a wide variety of rehab services and specialty techniques to treat all orthopedic pain and injury, vestibular dysfunction and concussions, Pelvic Floor conditions, as well as chronic pain, stress, and insomnia. Founded in 2001, CCPT has been a trusted provider of high-quality PT care in the healthcare community for 23 years and is currently working toward opening our third location.

CCPT is expanding and we need an amazing PT to join our team! If you are passionate about helping people optimize their physical abilities, keeping our community healthy and active, and having fun every day at work, CCPT is the practice for you. Enjoy providing one on one, patient-centered care in a positive, professional, team-oriented work environment, and receive appreciative support from management for all your career goals and work-life balance wants and needs. Use your skills to evaluate and treat a huge variety of direct access cases and build your reputation at the Best PT clinic in the county!

CCPT offers YOU:

Year-long, formal mentorship for newer graduates and any interested PT!
Flexible schedules for both Part and Full-Time positions
Benefits paid at 30-40 hrs./wk
Opportunities for management and career advancement
FULL-TIME BENEFITS:

6 Paid Holidays: Whether you celebrate or not, take the time to be with your families + friends!

3 Weeks PTO to Start: To be used for either sick or vacation days. 2 days additional PTO earned every two years you stay on staff at CCPT.

Simple IRA Matching: When you participate, we match you with a 3% contribution to your future at every payroll!

Health Insurance: $450 of your UHC premium is paid by CCPT.

Dental and Vision available at low additional cost to the employee

Continuing Education: $1000/yr. with the option to borrow into future years as long as stay at the practice through those years.

Fully Paid Medbridge Account: Enjoy a huge variety of unlimited online continuing education courses and the potential to gain knowledge and earn CEUs from the comfort of your own home.

12 Free PT Treatments per year: Keep yourself well and learn from your colleagues with access to a free PT Plan of Care every year

Paid In-Services: PT-led education on specialties and techniques meant to share our skills and build our team’s expertise 1x/a month.

In-House Marketing: We help you build your reputation, niche, and full, productive schedule.

- Team Building Activities
- Staff Meetings (with lunch on us!)
- Celebrations for reaching our goals
- Holiday party and summer team-building activity

Compensation: Based on productivity, experience, and commitment, with monthly production bonus opportunities in addition to salary. $65,000 - $85,000/yr.
Our perfect candidate:

Has high-level Manual Therapy and Therapeutic Exercise prescription skills in general orthopedics. Dry Needling certification, Pelvic Floor Rehab, and Vestibular knowledge or interest are a plus!

Is excited to participate in the growth of the clinic via Internal Referrals, Health Events + community outreach

Loves the challenge of delivering highly-skilled, quality care every day

Is committed to excellent teamwork and contributing to a positive work environment.

Possesses exceptional communication and genuine relationship-building skills

Is Ethical and Honest

If you see yourself at Coal Creek PT,

Please email your interest and resume to Julie Byrt, MSPT, CMMT at julie.ccpt@gmail.com

I look forward to meeting you!